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BN Allyson Schulte Allyson has worked extensively with one of our patients that has been on the unit 
for a few months.  This patient came to our unit unresponsive after a medical 
emergency, emergency surgery and several complications.  We provided end of 
life care and sent him to hospice.  The patient arrived back on our unit after a few 
days at the hospice inpatient unit.  Allyson started to take care of him regularly 
and took a great deal of time making sure the patient was comfortable.  Within a 
week, the patient began opening his eyes and responding to stimuli.  First moving 
one side of his body only then moving both sides of his body.  The patient only 
smiles when Allyson enters the room (the rest of us get a side eye) and has even 
sat in a chair due to Allyson's diligent care of the patient.  He was not expected to 
live and now has made amazing progress. This is directly related to the excellent 
care Allyson has provided and her willingness to ensure every patient gets 100% 
from her. 

GSH  Rebecca Weinmann 1) Becky is the EPITOME of excellency for our mission statement 
S.E.R.V.E!  She has incredible work ethics, astounding teamwork, and 
unwavering care towards coworkers and patients.  She demonstrates 
professionalism at its best!  She continually has a positive attitude 
regardless of any situation. She goes over & beyond and makes it look 
effortlessly!   She is selfless when it comes to ALWAYS picking up shifts for 
GSH or GH when needed.  Becky is uplifting with a fun twist each day she 
works. 

 
 

2) Two weeks ago Lisa Chavez from Glenway Medical center went out to go 
to lunch. She came back into the building where she got the attention of 
Stephanie and Rebecca.  She told them she did not feel well and that she 
felt like her throat was tight and her arms were going numb. Lisa and 
Stephanie acted very quickly, called and 911.  It was realized very quickly 
that Lisa was in the middle of a S.T.E.M.I She was transported to the 
Cardiac Cath lab and received several stents. Thanks to Stephanie and 
Rebecca, and their quick thinking they recognized the signs and got Lisa 
the help she needed in a timely manner. 



Shared Svcs Adam Roach Adam leads every department huddle and recognizes those that have contributed 
to the department success.  Adam embodies the TriHealth way by never criticizing 
individuals and tries to make work practices better for everyone. He values your 
time and is a good steward of TriHealth resources.  You can find Adam practicing 
the SERVE values when he says hello to you. Adam is one of those employees that 
goes above and beyond for his customers and team members. He always wears a 
friendly smile and makes everyone feel at ease.  Adam is one of those people who 
stands out without standing on others.  He always makes sure that others receive 
recognition along side of him and never stands in the spotlight alone.  This time he 
needs to have the spotlight on him as a person who shares his successes with 
everyone.  Adam is Living our Values. 

HOC Bobbie Hollins For 35 years Bobbie has and is a true example of living out values at TriHealth Inc. 
Her focus on patient quality and business needs is a daily value with Bobbie. New 
employees or established ones Bobbie is quick to give support and guidance.  With 
Bobbie you will be greeted with a smile. To the patients she will speak positively 
and care deeply. Her stewardship of resources noted and thanking others for their 
contributions acknowledged. 

TPP Amanda Voss Amanda Voss along with another Employee performed CPR on a patient who was 
not breathing after a visit to the Kenwood Trihealth building. The patient was in 
her car and unresponsive when her daughter rushed back into the building for 
help. Amanda pulled the patient from the vehicle and put her on the ground to do 
CPR along with another Nurse. I know that as a Nurse CPR is something that could 
be expected in your job role, it just comes up so rarely in the outpatient setting. 
Amanda was calm, cool, collected and did exactly what she needed to do to serve 
the patient at that time. Amanda is polite and goes above and beyond to make 
everyone she encounters feel welcome and taken care of. 

Pavilion/Corp 
Health 

Jessica Rupright Jessica goes above and beyond every day to live our TriHealth values. She is quick 
to get up when members have questions, and she escorts them to their 
destination, so they feel welcome. Over the course of the past year, Jessica has 
been serving on an important COVID project for our corporate client. She has 
completed documentation in an electronic health record for 2,386 employees. This 
is a vital part of our client's strategy to ensure COVID cases are managed properly. 



MHMH Susan Fluty Susan Fluty is an amazing nurse. She always has a smile on her face when greeting 
the patient. She takes her time in telling the patient what she is about to do and 
what kind of test they will behaving. She is very kind and caring about her patients, 
even on a busy night she will stand there and listen to what the patients needs and 
concerns are. She always goes above and beyond for not only her patients but 
their family or friends that are when them. She goes the xtra mile every shift she 
works 

Butler June Lykins June has been with TriHealth & our sleep center for over 10 years. She doesn't just 
encompass one of our Always Behaviors, she is a model of how we can all live by 
all of them. Patients love her, and I've seen firsthand how many patients hands 
she's held to get them through the fear they are feeling. She doesn't just give them 
compassion, they also receive the highest quality testing possible. Her work is near 
perfection and she goes above & beyond for her department & her patients EVERY 
shift. 

 


